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EDITORIAL
European Journal of Vascular and Endovascular Surgery: Meeting the
New Millennium with Optimism and New Editors
David Bergqvist, Editor emeritus
University Hospital, Department of Surgery, SE-751 85 Uppsala, Sweden
Time goes quickly, and it seems only a short while life easier for me as Editor and also become good
since I took over from Peter Bell as Editor of the friends: at the Publishers, the Associate Editors, ed-
European Journal of Vascular Surgery, now the European itorial board members, the referees outside the ed-
Journal of Vascular and Endovascular Surgery. His ded- itorial board, the chairmen of the editorial board, and
ication to the journal gave me solid ground to stand through them the Council of the European Society for
on, but also fertile soil to work in. I do hope that this Vascular Surgery. All are remembered and thanked!
process has been fruitful in producing a high quality However, I want to mention two names: Mr Jonathan
journal dealing with vascular surgical problems in a Beard, Associate Editor, has had an enormous job in
broad perspective. From one issue every second month editing the manuscripts from non-English-speaking
the journal now appears every month, and from this authors, and Mrs Mona Bjo¨rklund, my secretary in
year the number of pages will increase by 25%. This Uppsala, for keeping all the manuscripts, cor-
is vital to keep the publication time as short as possible. respondence and the Editor himself in order!
I want to thank all contributors for their interest in
Editing a young society’s journal has been verythe journal, sending in high quality scientific and
stimulating and I have learnt a lot, but it has alsoclinical manuscripts. In spite of the increasing number
generated a lot of work. Now the journal is maturingof pages per year (during my period as Editor from
it is logical that there will be a change in editorship.540 to 1080 pp) not all manuscripts can be published,
There will certainly be a number of challenges andand the rejection rate has increased to about 55% (much
important issues to handle, not least taking advantagehigher for case reports). I believe that the continuing
of the numerous electronic possibilities. I do wish theincrease in the impact factor means that the journal is
new Editors, Torben Schroeder and Jonathan Beard,in good health. Obviously being Editor of a journal is
good luck and inspiration for their editorialship – innot a one-man show, and I want to take this op-
the end for the good of our vascular patients.portunity to thank all my co-workers, who have made
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